Andrew Simms KICK FOR A KIA – Terms and Conditions
RUGBY DROP KICK CONTRACT TERMS
A. THE PRIZE

1. There are x5 prizes in total to be won. Each prize includes a Double VIP pass to attend the Blues vs Chiefs game at Eden Park on Sunday 26th
July at 3:35pm & a chance to drop kick a rugby ball at half time to try and win a Kia Seltos.
2. The prize is a 2020 Kia Seltos LX for 12 months and 15,000kms. Excess kms will be charged at 10c per kilometre.
3. Winner must be agreed over 18 years and hold a full NZ Drivers licence.
4. Andrew Simms will cover service, maintenance costs and insurance for the duration of the lease. However, an insurance excess of $500 will
apply for any claims and this is the responsibility of the prize winner.
5. Winners must arrive at Eden Park by 2:15pm for the on-field Boot party before the game commences.
6. Prizes are not transferable.
B. BEFORE PROMOTION
1. Promotion contestants must be RANDOMLY SELECTED from those entered on-line for the named event.
2. Entries close on 23rd July 2020 at 4pm. Five winners will be randomly drawn at 5pm and notified by phone and e-mail to confirm attendance
and compliance with Terms & Conditions of the competition.
3. If any of the original 5 winners are unable to attend or comply with Terms & Conditions, then additional winners will be drawn and contacted.
4. The following classes of people shall be INELIGIBLE to participate:
(a) Current or former professional and semi-professional football, soccer, or rugby players or at that level anywhere in the world.
(b) Current or former Olympic football, soccer, or rugby players who have played at that level anywhere in the world within the past five (5) years.
(d) Current or former employees, family members, agents, successors, or assignees of the client or any promotional agency involved with this
promotion.
3. Contest participant(s) shall not be permitted any practice, warm-up, or qualifying punts, passes, or kicks, at anytime after his/her
notification of participation in the promotion until the actual prize shot(s).
4. IMPORTANT: Contest participant(s) must sign the “SPECTATOR AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE” form and provide said forms to Andrew
Simms before 5pm 24th July 2020.
B. DURING PROMOTION
1. Contest participant(s) shall not be permitted any practice, warm-up, or qualifying kicks, at any time prior to the actual prize attempt.
2. In order to qualify for prize, the spectator participant(s), using a regulation rugby ball, must:
(1) Starting from the designated start point on the 22m line in front of the goal post, kick the rugby ball with a drop kick towards the
goal post. If the kick is successful the participant moves onto the next round, if it is unsuccessful, they are eliminated from the
competition
(2) All participants that have completed the kick successfully and move to the next round will move backwards to the next designated
kicking area and kick the rugby ball with a drop kick towards the goal post. If the kick is successful the participant moves onto the
next round, if it is unsuccessful, they are eliminated from the competition
(3) This will continue until only one contest remains having achieved the kick and they will be declared the winner
4. No part of the of the contestant's body or clothing may come in contact with the demarcation lines/spot prior to KICKING Any such contact
shall constitute a foul and the contestant will be considered disqualified.
5. IMPORTANT: The kick will be filmed and may be used by Andrew Simms, The Rock and The Blues for future promotional
activity. No payment will be provided for this and the participant agrees to this footage being used.

SPECTATOR AGREEMENT TO PARTICIPATE
(TO BE SIGNED IMMEDIATELY AFTER CONTESTANT’S NOTIFICATION OF PARTICIPATION)
I, (please print)
participation in this promotion, to the following:

, the undersigned, do hereby agree, by my

1. I will hold Andrew Simms, The Rock and The Blues (referred to as the Sponsor) harmless and release the Sponsor
and from any and all liability for health related injuries of any kind resulting from this promotion.
2. I was a randomly selected participant and was not required to provide any payment or consideration in order to
participate in this promotion.
3. I am not a previously chosen participant in this promotion.
4. I am not allowed any practice, warm-up, or qualifying kicks at any time after my notification of
participation in the promotion until the actual prize attempt.
5. In order to qualify for a prize, I must:
(1) Starting at the exact spot (22 Meters), successfully KICKING a drop goal to pass through the regulation goal
posts.
(2) All participants that have completed the kick successfully and move to the next round will move backwards to
the next designated kicking area and kick the rugby ball with a drop kick towards the goal post. If the kick is
successful the participant moves onto the next round, if it is unsuccessful, they are eliminated from the
competition
(3) This will continue until only one contest remains having achieved the kick and they will be declared the winner
(4) No part of my body or clothing may come in contact with the demarcation lines/spots prior to releasing the
kick. Any such contact shall constitute a foul and I will be disqualified.
I am not a:
(A) Current or former professional and semi-professional football, soccer, or rugby player or at that level anywhere in
the world.
(B) Current or Former Olympic football, soccer, or rugby players who have played at that level anywhere in the world
within the past five- (5) years.
(C) Current or former employees, family members, agents, successors, or assignees of the client or any promotional
agency involved with this promotion.
(D) Current Professional Rugby, Rugby League or Australian Rules player.
9) I agree to allow the Sponsors to use my name and likeness for any and all promotional purposes without further
compensation.
I am:
(A) Over the age of 18 years old and hold a full Drivers licence
(B)
PRIOR TO MY PARTICIPATION, I HAVE READ THE OFFICIAL PROMOTION RULES AND AGREE TO ABIDE
BY EACH ITEM CONTAINED HEREIN AS A CONDITION OF ANY PRIZE AWARD.

SIGNED:

DATE:

WITNESSED:

DATE:

